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Abstract

While deep learning models are powerful, they have limitations in tasks that require commonsense reasoning, as

these tasks often involve interpreting information that may not be directly available in the input. Providing evidence

has been proven to significantly enhance performance in commonsense reasoning tasks. However, there are various

perspectives on evidence, including natural language explanations generated by pre-trained language models, facts

derived from world knowledge like text corpora and knowledge bases, and rationales extracted from the input context.

Hence, it is crucial to determine how to estimate the confidence degree of different evidence and how to combine

them reliably. To address these challenges, this study proposes a trusted multi-view evidential fusion framework

for reliable commonsense reasoning tasks that dynamically assesses the confidence of evidence and combines

different views of evidence in a trustworthy manner. The proposed method is applied to three commonsense

question-answering benchmarks, demonstrating that this approach can effectively reason with multi-view evidence

and can compete with state-of-the-art performance.

Keywords: Multi-view learning, Evidential deep learning, Commonsense reasoning

1. Introduction

Many deep neural networks (DNNs) usually use
softmax function to convert the continuous activa-
tions of the output layer to class probabilities. Soft-
max outputs a point estimate as parameter set of
a categorical distribution (Sensoy et al., 2018). It
reports high confidence even for incorrect predic-
tion without the associated uncertainty. This can
be illustrated by a toy example. Upon the multiple-
choice question given in Fig. 1, the options pro-
vided are not accurate. When boiling water in a
kettle, the correct outcome is that water will turn
into steam. However, softmax may smugly provide
a high estimation for choice B, which is contrary to
the common sense. Furthermore, it is challenging
to instill commonsense reasoning (CSR) abilities
in DNNs to achieve humanoid reasoning (Narang
et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). Although NNs can
effectively learn from a vast number of examples,
human CSR, in reality, often does not require exten-
sive example learning (Wang et al., 2023b; Rajani
et al., 2019). Instead, humans acquire the knowl-
edge required for CSR through their daily living.

At present, while many natural language mod-
els (LMs) possess CSR capabilities, it remains un-
clear to what extent evidence from different sources
has an impact on the performance of reasoning.
In CSR, current methods have yet to fully explore
how multi-view and even conflicting pieces of ev-
idence should be reasonably integrated to facili-
tate credible reasoning. For example, Aggarwal
et al. (2021) and Rajani et al. (2019) utilize com-
monsense question-answering samples and stan-

Humanoid

Reasoning

Question:
Boil water in a kettle. What will happen

to the water?

Choices:

A. Water will turn into ice。
B. Water will turn into liquid

C. Kettle will melt.。,,,,。。
D. Kettle will evaporate。。

Softmax

Classification

Figure 1: A motivation example.

dard explanations as input to train an LM. Their
findings demonstrate that incorporating explana-
tions for CSR as general knowledge into neural
networks (NNs) can improve performance on com-
monsense question answering (CQA). However,
DeYoung et al. (2020) highlighted the importance
of comprehensiveness in evaluating the faithful-
ness of model reasoning and showed that single
source evidence may not be sufficient.

As demonstrated by DeYoung et al. (2020), even
when the answer is explicitly present in the ratio-
nale of some input samples, the model may select
incorrect options. Moreover, the quality of different
views of evidence varies across data samples. In
this study, evidential quality is defined as the extent
to which the evidence dominates model decision-
making or provides efficacy for a reasonable predic-
tion. Thus, CSR needs to integrate multiple sources
of evidence (Narang et al., 2020).

This study presents a novel approach to CSR
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Explanatione= {e0, 𝑒1, … 𝑒𝑚} Rationale
r = {𝑟0, 𝑟1, … 𝑟𝑛}

Question
Q = {𝑊0,𝑊1, …𝑊𝑛}“Input question 𝑄. The 

choices are 𝐶0, 𝐶1, … 𝐶𝐾.
The common sense is that”

Reasoning 

direction

CIDN

Choices
C = {𝐶0, 𝐶1, … 𝐶𝐾}

CRM

𝐶𝑖
Which one is

confident? ↑ 𝑢1 ↑ 𝑢3↓ 𝑢2
TMVEF

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed CRM under
TMVEF framework. It consists of three compo-
nents: (1) the explanation generation, (2) the Ra-
tionaler, and (3) the contextually independent direc-
tional network (CIDN). The explanation generation
component takes the questionQ concatenated with
its answer choices C0, C1, · · ·Ck as prompt to gen-
erate explanations. The Rationaler component is
responsible for identifying tokens as key clues in Q.
The CIDN is designed to forecast the direction of
reasoning. The generated explanations, extracted
rationales, and the reasoning direction are then
fed into the downstream CRM under the proposed
TMVEF framework to fuse different views evidence
based on their uncertainties (ui).

tasks that leverages multiple sources of evidence
without prioritizing any of them, while dynami-
cally evaluating their uncertainties. The proposed
framework, called trusted multi-view evidential fu-
sion (TMVEF), treats different evidence as multiple
views, comprehensively evaluates the confidence
degree of each view of evidence and reliably com-
bines them. The TMVEF can produce an overall
uncertainty (Antorán et al., 2020; Van Amersfoort
et al., 2020; Charpentier et al., 2020; Sensoy et al.,
2018) by using subjective logic theory (Jøsang,
2016) and use interpretable rules for evidential fu-
sion. Based on TMVEF, an overview of the pro-
posed commonsense reasoning model (CRM) is
provided in Fig. 2.

The main contributions are as follows. This study
(i) identifies a crucial issue with current CRMs in
which they may fail to accurately evaluate the reli-
ability of different views of evidence and combine
them in a trustworthy manner. (ii) proposes a novel
fusion framework that achieves a credible combi-
nation of multi-view evidence and trusted decision-
making for CSR tasks, which benefit from the uncer-
tainty from each view and evidence-level integra-
tion with the Dempster-Shafer theory (Le Hegarat-
Mascle et al., 1997) in a learnable manner. (iii)
proposes a rationale extractor that identifies impor-
tant snippets from the input context (IC) as one

view of reasoning evidence. (iv) proposes a CIDN
network that forecasts the direction of reasoning to
cope with the absence of reliable explicit evidence
(e.g., rationales or explanations).

2. Related Work

Linguistic reasoning needs reasonable text interpre-
tation which requires priori commonsense knowl-
edge (Zhao et al., 2023; Bhargava and Ng, 2022;
Lin et al., 2020a). One of the important ways to
obtain commonsense knowledge is through com-
monsense text generation (Aglionby and Teufel,
2022; Choi, 2022). For example, Wei et al. (2022),
Marasovic et al. (2022), Zelikman et al. (2022) and
Lampinen et al. (2022) using LMs to generate ex-
planations help improve the performance of CSR.
However, DeYoung et al. (2020) pointed out that
single view evidence may not be comprehensive for
model reasoning. Because some commonsense
knowledge is implicitly presented in the data (e.g.,
important snippets in the context) (Li et al., 2022),
it is necessary to mine and integrate evidence from
different views. Empirical experiments also demon-
strated that the model using multiple modal informa-
tion perform better than the model using only single
modal information (Ma et al., 2023). However, evi-
dence from different sources may vary in terms of
reliability and effectiveness for reasoning. There-
fore, it is necessary to explore faithful multi-view
fusion strategies for reliable evidence consolidation
(Kiela et al., 2018). Late fusion strategies are com-
monly adopted techniques, including decision aver-
aging (Wang et al., 2019), decision voting (Barezi
and Fung, 2019), and weighted approach (Zhang
et al., 2023), to consolidate decision outputs from
various sources.

Recently, research on interpretable reasoning
(Wang et al., 2023a; Sensoy et al., 2018) has re-
ceived widespread attention. For example, Sensoy
et al. (2018) proposed a method for measuring the
classification uncertainty based on single-view evi-
dence. Eq. (1) uses subjective logic theory to simul-
taneously model belief masses bek (k = 1, 2, . . .K)
and the overall uncertainty ue based on the regular
output of NNs.

ue +

K
∑

k=1

bek = 1 (1)

where ue represents the overall uncertainty of ev-
idence e, and bek represents the belief mass as-
signed to category k. The advantage is that the
model can pay much more attention to the out-
put from the view with low uncertainty and pay
less attention to the view with high uncertainty.
For evidence e, the subjective logic can asso-
ciate evidence supporting different class labels
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Se
(3)

ue =
K

Se
(4)

where Se controls the overall strength of the dis-
tribution. A smaller Se results in a more peaked
distribution that concentrates probability around cer-
tain category, while a larger Se generally leads to
a distribution that is more spread out.

Different from prior studies, this study proposes
an end-to-end CRM under TMVEF with inter-
pretable evidential fusion rules for reliable CSR.
Furthermore, multi-task learning strategy is used
to optimize the parameters of the model, which not
only considers the loss from each view of evidence
but includes the overall loss after evidential fusion
as well.

3. Trusted Multi-View Evidential
Fusion Framework

Drawing from subjective logic theory (Sensoy et al.,
2018), this study proposes a TMVEF framework.
The framework is designed to meet two criteria to
be considered "trusted": (i) the resulting decision
is transparent and easily interpretable, and (ii) for
cases that the model is unable to manage con-
fidently, the framework assigns belief mass and
uncertainty as degrees of confidence to illustrate
the rationality of model reasoning. Unlike softmax,
which provides results without interpretation, this
approach allows for a more nuanced understanding
of the decision-making process by simultaneously
modeling the probability (belief mass) of each class
and overall uncertainty.

3.1. Rationale Extractor: Rationaler

In this study, rationale is defined as snippets of input
text at the token level. The goal of rationale extrac-
tion is to identify important snippets in the input text
that are crucial for predicting the desired output
(Chen et al., 2022; Glockner et al., 2020; Lehman
et al., 2019). This study proposes a novel ratio-
nale extractor called Rationaler. It automatically
highlights key points in the input text, which serve
as essential evidence for reliable CQA. Because a
rationale consists of different snippets with diverse
distance intervals in the IC, and the relationships
between the snippets may be parallel, progressive,
or temporal, the BERT model with bidirectional en-
coding and a left-to-right LSTM with unidirectional

dependency are integrated as a joint encoder to
enhance the model’s ability to handle different con-
texts and to enhance the robustness of the model.

Because rationale extraction involves identifying
key tokens in an input sequence, this process is
analogous to object detection in images or videos,
where the goal is to identify and segment important
objects. Thus, the negative cases dominate the
overall loss. This imbalance may cause the model
to become optimized and biased toward predicting
negative tokens and to neglect positive tokens that
are expected to be selected; therefore, model train-
ing may also be inefficient, as most snippets are
easy negatives that do not provide useful learning
signals. Additionally, for some sentences in the
dataset, it is difficult to highlight important snippets.
These sentences are referred to as hard-to-detect
samples (HDS). As the number of HDS is relatively
small compared with the number of easily detected
samples (EDS), HDS account for a small propor-
tion of the overall loss. However, EDS may not
contribute to useful learning signals, and the model
may not pay enough attention to HDS, which would
lead to model degeneration when predictions are
made on HDS in test datasets.

To address the challenge of positive/negative
and HDS/EDS imbalance that is commonly encoun-
tered in computer vision, this study adopts the focal
loss (FL) (Lin et al., 2020b). This loss function mit-
igates the disparities between the number of posi-
tive and negative tokens and overcome difficulties
in identifying HDS in a small number of samples.

FL =

{

−α(1− p)γ log(p) if y = 1

−(1− α)pγ log(1− p) if y = 0
(5)

where α controls the proportion of positive and neg-
ative tokens to resolve the imbalance between posi-
tives and negatives. γ controls the attenuation level
of sample losses of EDS to resolve the imbalance
between HDS/EDS. In the experiments, α = 0.9
and γ = 2.

3.2. Multi-View Evidential Fusion Rule

Drawing on Dempster’s combination rule for two in-
dependent sets of masses (Han et al., 2023, 2021),
this study introduces an evidential fusion rule for
the calculation of the joint belief mass for class k
(bJk ) and the overall joint uncertainty uJ to integrate
two views of evidence e1 and e2.

bJk =
1

1− C

(

b1kb
2
k + b1ku

2 + b2ku
1
)

uJ =
1

1− C
u1u2 (6)

where C =
∑

i ̸=j b
1
i b

2
j refers to the amount of con-

flicts between e1 and e2. Eq. (6) ensures that: (i)
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when both e1 and e2 have high uncertainty (i.e.,
large u1 and u2), the final prediction has a low be-
lief mass (i.e., small bJk ), because if all ui are rela-
tively large, all bk are relatively small due to (1) and
(6); (ii) if e1 and e2 have high belief mass, the final
prediction may have high confidence, or the uncer-
tainty of the final prediction may increase because
they can support different categories; (iii) when e1
(or e2) has high uncertainty and e2 (or e1) has low
uncertainty, the final prediction depends on e2 (or
e1). Due to the transitivity and commutativity of the
evidential fusion rule, (6) is easily generalized to
fuse N (N ≥ 3) different views of evidence.

Furthermore, by applying subjective logic theory,
the joint Dirichlet strength, evidence, and parame-
ters of the Dirichlet distribution after fusion are as
follows:

SJ = K/uJ , eJk = bJk × SJ , and αJ
k = eJk + 1 (7)

Compared with softmax, the evidential fusion
rule is a more reliable method for combining differ-
ent views of evidence. This is because it not only
provides belief masses that are closely related to
category probability, but it also provides an over-
all uncertainty (uncertainty mass). Furthermore,
the evidential fusion rule maintains the evidential-
based uncertainty estimation, as shown in (6) and
(7), which facilitates easy computation, trustworthy
decision-making, and intuitive human interpretation.
In contrast, softmax-based evidential fusion out-
comes are unreliable and unexplainable by adding
and averaging the prediction probabilities of differ-
ent views of evidence. This is because softmax-
based models may overfit the data, and the proba-
bility distribution forcibly outputted for each piece of
evidence may not necessarily be a true distribution.

3.3. Evidential Deep Learning for
Multi-View Evidence

The CSR datasets in the experiments were de-
signed for a multiple-choice task in which each
sample had only one true label. Therefore, cross-
entropy (CE) loss was utilized to compute the clas-
sification error between the target and the output
logits.

Using the evidential fusion rule and subjective
logic theory, it is easy to obtain the value of param-
eter α =

{

α1, α2 . . . αv, αJ
}

of the Dirichlet distri-
bution for v views of evidence and multi-view joint
evidence after fusion. Thus, by applying the proba-
bility density function of the Dirichlet distribution to
the CE loss, the loss function for a single view of
evidence is:

Lce (α
v

i ) =

∫

[

K
∑

j=1

−yij log(pij)

]

1

B(αi)

K
∏

j=1

p
αij−1

ij dpi

(8)

where K denotes the number of categories, yi. is
the true label distribution, and pij represents the
probability of classifying sample i into category j.
As Lce (α

v

i
) decreases, pij′ tends to approach 1

if j
′

is the true class label. This causes αij′ to
gradually increase due to the relationship pij′ =
αij′ /S. This increase in αij′ results in a greater
amount of supporting evidence with eij′ = αij′ −
1. Therefore, decreasing Lce (α

v

i
) generates more

pieces of evidence for the correct label.

Let us delve into how (8) incorporates uncertainty
into the loss function and why it benefits the model
updates. Firstly, because the overall uncertainty
u = K/S andK is a constant, u and S are inversely
proportional. As S =

∑

k αk, u is inversely propor-

tional to αk. Thus, p
αij−1

ij ∝ p
1/u
ij . When u is small,

1/u becomes large, and p
1/u
ij tends toward 0. This

indicates that the contribution of samples with high
confidence to the total loss is relatively minor, and
therefore they provide little useful information for
model optimization as their prediction results are
already precise or certain. In contrast, when a sam-
ple’s prediction has a large u, 1/u tends toward 0,

and p
1/u
ij approaches 1. Consequently, samples

with low confidence have a significant impact on
the total loss and influence the parameter optimiza-
tion of the model. Hence, the model is optimized
toward reducing the uncertainty of all samples and
making the overall predictions more reliable.

Although (8) ensures more evidence for the cor-
rect labels, it does not reduce the amount of ev-
idence for the wrong labels. It keeps pij′ closer
to the true label yij′ = 1 without continuously re-
ducing pik to yik = 0 (k ̸= j′). Hence, (8) fails to
address situations in which evidence has a high
belief mass but supports different categories. This
is because evidence can be mistakenly assigned
to incorrect categories. However, in a single-label
classification task, only one category is correct. To
eliminate evidence that supports incorrect labels,
KL divergence is incorporated into the loss func-
tion.

α̃i = yi + (1− yi)⊙αi (9)

= [e0 + 1, e1 + 1, . . . 1j′ , . . . eK−1 + 1]T

KL [D (pi | α̃i) ||D(pi | 1)]

= log





Γ
(

∑K

j=1
α̃ij

)

Γ(K)
∏K

j=1
Γ(α̃ij)



+

K
∑

j=1

(α̃ij − 1)×

[

ψ (α̃ij)− ψ

(

K
∑

j=1

α̃ij

)]

(10)

L (αv

i ) = Lce(α
v

i ) + λKL [D (pi | α̃i) ||D(pi | 1)]
(11)

where α̃i is an adjusted Dirichlet parameter with
correct evidence removed and incorrect evidence
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kept. ψ is the digamma function. Γ denotes the
natural logarithm of the gamma function. In (10),
1 is an all ones vector with the same size of α̃i.
The KL divergence as a part of the loss function
moves the adjusted Dirichlet distribution D(pi | α̃i)
close to the uniform Dirichlet distribution D(pi | 1),
which forces the number of pieces of evidence for
incorrect labels toward 0. In (11), λ (0 < λ < 1)
is a balancing coefficient that gradually increases
from 0 toward 1 during the training process. This is
because if KL divergence gets early attention, the
correct label may not receive sufficient evidence,
which would lead to almost equal evidence for all
categories. Because pij = αij/S = (eij + 1)/S,
when the values of eij (j = 1, . . . ,K) are similar,
the probabilities of the categories exhibit a uniform
distribution.

To tackle situations where all views of explicit
evidence are in low quality or unreliable (i.e., high
uncertainty), the CIDN network is proposed to pre-
dict a directional variable as implicit evidence. This
study assumes that critical logic for similar causal
inference is directionally consistent in the reason-
ing space and is context-independent. Therefore,
a Transformer-based network is constructed to fore-
cast the direction of reasoning, and integrating the
direction with the context as a third view of evidence.
This approach is based on the consideration that
while contexts and scenes under the analogous
commonsense reasoning can be diverse, the un-
derlying inference logic or reasoning direction main-
tains a certain level of stability. To train the CIDN ef-
fectively, this study employs contrastive loss Lcl(qi),
which aims to maximize the similarity between the
integrated commonsense question context q with
reasoning direction d and the correct option c+, that
is q + d⇝ c+, while minimizing the similarity with
all other options c−.

Lcl(qi) = − log
exp(sim(qdi , c

+

i )/τ)
∑

c−
i
exp(sim(qdi , c

−
i )/τ)

(12)

where qdi denotes the sum of feature representa-
tions of q and d for sample i.

To harness multiple views of evidence and en-
hance the overall performance in CSR, this study
employs a multi-task learning approach.

Ltotal =

N
∑

i=1

[

L
(

α
J

i

)

+

V
∑

v=1

L (αv

i ) + Lcl(qi)

]

(13)
where α

J

i
and L

(

α
J

i

)

represent joint parameters of
the Dirichlet distribution and the global loss after ev-

idential fusion, respectively.
V
∑

v=1

L (αv

i
) denotes the

sum of individual losses for each view of evidence.

Table 1: Evaluate the performance of models that
perform hard rationale extraction. All models, ex-
cept those marked with (u), are supervised at the to-
ken level of rationale. The symbol † denotes results
obtained from DeYoung et al. (2020). Additionally,
the human agreement on rationale extraction is in-
cluded as a performance reference.

Accuracy F1

e-SNLI
Lei et al. (2016) † - 0.692
Lei et al. (2016) (u) † - 0.379
Bert-To-Bert (2020) † - 0.701
Rationaler 0.731 0.711
Human † 0.812±0.15 0.799±0.13

CoS-E v1.0
Lei et al. (2016) † 0.477 0.331
Lei et al. (2016) (u) † 0.476 0.000
Bert-To-Bert (2020) † 0.344 0.519
Rationaler 0.640 0.535
Human † 0.626±0.32 0.654±0.32

4. Experimental Results and
Discussion

Experiments are conducted on three datasets:
CoS-E v1.0, CoS-E v1.11 (Rajani et al., 2019), and
e-SNLI (Camburu et al., 2018).

4.1. Experiment for Rationale Extraction

In Table 1, various models that perform the discrete
selection of rationales are evaluated by matching
predicted rationales with reference rationales. The
proposed Rationaler surpasses the performance of
other methods by at least 1% in terms of token-level
F1 score.

Due to the fact that CoS-E is built from crowd-
sourcing, which adds diversity of perspective to
the dataset and inevitably introduces noise, data
cleaning (DC) strategies are employed to control
the quality of rationale extraction during the training
stage: (i) this study removes all samples in which
all the tokens in the input question are labeled as ra-
tionales, as the model may not be able to determine
which part of the input sequence is most relevant
to the classification target; (ii) this study removes
all samples in which only one token belonging to
the group of stop words is labeled as the rationale,
as the token may not provide any additional useful
information to the downstream classification task.
Table 2 presents an example that compares the
number of rationales before and after DC.

After pretraining the Rationaler model on the
Movie Viewer dataset (DeYoung et al., 2020), this
study attempts to transfer it to the CoS-E dataset,
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Table 2: Number of rationales compared before
and after DC on CoS-E v1.0.

CoS-E # of rationales
before DC

# of rationales
after DC

Train 43665 28710
Val 5460 3495

but no significant improvement is observed in per-
formance. Experiments also incorporate additional
layers such as Bi-LSTM, GRU, and multiple lin-
ear layers after the BERT model in Rationaler, but
none of these modifications result in any obvious
improvement. Furthermore, in some instances, Ra-
tionaler does not select any tokens in the input
sequences as rationales, indicating that there may
be insufficient important information pertaining to
classification objectives in those samples.

4.2. Experiment on Commonsense
Reasoning

4.2.1. Evaluation of CSR Performance by
Single-View Evidence

Table 3 presents a comparison of the performances
of different views of evidence used in CSR. It shows
the results of experiments that were conducted
using the BERT baseline with questions, only ex-
plicit evidence (i.e., explanations or rationales), or
both question and evidence as input. For both
the CoS-E and e-SNLI datasets, human-annotated
open-ended explanations and human-extracted ra-
tionales are utilized as ground-truth evidence. To
provide a comprehensive evaluation, this study
also experimented with generated explanations
and extracted rationales at both the training and
inference stages. Specifically, ChatGLM-6B (Zeng
et al., 2023; Du et al., 2022) and Rationaler are
used to generate explanations for and to extract
rationales from CQA samples, respectively. In the
cases where Rationaler does not select any tokens
as rationales for a sample, the entire document
(i.e., sample sentence) is used as the rationale.
Moreover, the quality of explanation generated by
four large LMs (LLMs) are evaluated by executing
CQA task taking only explanation as input to BERT
model, as shown in Table 4.

Table 3 indicates that using manually annotated
evidence generally results in better performance
than using extracted or generated evidence, which
highlights the importance of high-quality evidence
in improving the performance of CSR. Previous re-
search by Camburu et al. (2018) also reported a
2% decline in accuracy on e-SNLI when their model
was trained on human explanations and tested on
generated explanations alone. In Table 3, using

only rationale or only explanation refers to replac-
ing the question with the rationale or explanation
as the input to the CRM model, which enables us
to measure the performance of different views of
evidence. Moreover, the accuracy of using only the
rationale (or explanation) is lower than that of us-
ing the question and evidence together quest.+ral.
(or quest.+expl.), which indicates that the rationale
and explanation can only provide a basis for guiding
CRMs and cannot replace the question completely.

Table 3 shows that, in most cases, using
quest.+expl. (or only explanation) performs sig-
nificantly better than using quest.+ral. (or only ra-
tionale). The reason for this is that an explanation
usually summarizes the general laws of things’ de-
velopment, which can provide the necessary as-
sociation between the question and the answer.
On the other hand, although rationales highlight
important snippets in the question, they may not
be sufficient to guide the model toward the correct
answer (DeYoung et al., 2020). Thus, generalized
evidence is more favorable for CSR.

4.2.2. Evaluation of Effectiveness of
Uncertainty-based Fusion

Tables 5 and 6 display that simply splicing the
rationale and explanation as unified evidence
(+ral.+expl.) as the input of BERT cannot guaran-
tee a gain in accuracy compared with using single-
view evidence. The proposed method bears out
the trusted fusing different views of evidence re-
duces overall uncertainty, raises utilization rate of
valid evidence, and finally enhances reasoning per-
formance. This study also evaluates the quality
of the extracted rationale and generated explana-
tion by the human evaluation (HE) procedure on
all datasets. Although the explanation generated
by the LM is not better than that given by humans,
the model learned to capture some of the built-in
characteristics.

To further validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method in fusing diverse views, this study
adds different proportions of noise or Gaussian
noise with different standard variances (i.e., σ =
0.1 ∼ 1.0) to a random view for each sample. As
shown in Fig. 3, when the data is free of noise (i.e.,
noisy proportion or standard variance is 0.0), the
method achieves competitive results. The accuracy
of all methods decrease during adding noise to the
data. Benefiting from the uncertainty-based fusion,
the method perceives the noisy view, thereby limit-
ing the representation of views containing noise and
highlighting the effectiveness of noiseless views in
the final prediction.
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Table 3: Evaluating CSR performance using single-view evidence. The results are obtained on the CoS-E
dev and the e-SNLI test datasets, where evidence is used during both training and evaluation. The
symbols +ral. / +expl. refer to using a rationale or an explanation as single-view evidence, respectively.
The ground truth (GT) involves using a rationale or an explanation that is annotated by humans, while the
N-GT means evidence is generated or extracted using the LM model or the proposed Rationaler.

Acc. on CoS-E v1.11 Acc. on CoS-E v1.0 Acc. on e-SNLI

N-GT GT N-GT GT N-GT GT

only quest. 53.73 62.95 88.95
only ral. 40.54 42.01 52.11 54.42 71.59 92.76
only expl. 52.99 65.11 63.60 76.84 77.36 97.47
quest. + ral. 54.43 53.40 60.11 63.16 89.69 97.21
quest. + expl. 55.12 72.89 66.15 82.00 89.34 98.53
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Figure 3: Performance comparison with different proportions (a, c) and variances (b, d) of noise.

Table 4: Comparing the quality of explanations
generated by four LLMs using zero shot learning.
#param denotes scale of model parameters.

LLM (#param) CoS-E v1.11 e-SNLI

Openai-GPT (110M) 27.85 35.07
GPT2-medium (345M) 44.64 43.45
GPT2-large (774M) 47.01 50.22
ChatGLM (6B) 52.99 77.36

4.2.3. Uncertainty Estimation

To evaluate the estimated uncertainty, this study
visualizes the distribution of in-/out-of-distribution

samples in terms of uncertainty. The original sam-
ples and the samples with noise are considered as
in-distribution and out-of-distribution samples, re-
spectively. Specifically, this study replaces tokens
of a random single view or all views with random
words from the vocabulary (Fig. 4), or adds Gaus-
sian noise with different standard variances (Fig. 5),
to 50% of the test samples. The experimental re-
sults on CoS-E and e-SNLI are shown in the Figs. 4
and 5. From the results, the following observations
are drawn: (1) Datasets with higher prediction ac-
curacy (e.g., e-SNLI) are usually associated with
lower uncertainty. (2) In contrast, datasets with
lower accuracy are usually associated with higher
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Table 5: Enhancing CSR performance by evidential fusing multi-view evidence. PreSoTA represents the
best score previously achieved on each dataset by single model (Xu et al., 2021; Narang et al., 2020).
+ral.+expl. means multi-view evidence is concatenated. +TMVEF involves the fusion of different views
of evidence under the TMVEF framework. TMC means a fusion approach by extending EDL (Sensoy
et al., 2018) with TMVEF but removing CIDN that forecasts the direction of reasoning. † denotes results
obtained from Xu et al. (2021), Narang et al. (2020) and Rajani et al. (2019).

Acc. on CoS-E v1.0 Acc. on e-SNLI

N-GT GT HE N-GT GT HE

PreSoTA† - 83.70 - - 91.60 -
Human† - 80.40 16.00 - 89.00 78.00
WT5-Base† - 59.40 - - 90.90 -
WT5-11B† - 82.70 30 - 92.30 90

EDL (multi-view) 63.89 83.05 - 87.88 99.23 -
TMC (EDL+TMVEF) 66.78 83.47 - 89.59 99.46 -
BERT (quest. + ral. + expl.) 66.56 82.74 - 89.50 99.27 -

Ours (quest. + ral. + expl. + TMVEF) 67.00 85.37 33.33 89.54 99.49 61.11

Table 6: Results on CoS-E v1.11 dev-random-split.
BERT (MV) means using BERT alongside majority
voting to train multiple BERT models on multi-view
evidence and then combine their predictions. † de-
notes results obtained from Zelikman et al. (2022)
and Wei et al. (2022).

Acc. on CoS-E v1.11

N-GT GT #param
throughput

(#item/s)

EDL 53.32 70.29 108M 43.68

TMC 58.56 74.45 108M 41.66

BERT 57.00 72.74 108M 173.63

BERT (MV) 54.27 72.56 108M 154.99

STaR† - 72.50 6B -

GPT3 (CoT)† - 73.50 175B -

Ours 59.79 76.00 108M 27.15

uncertainty. (3) Much higher uncertainties are usu-
ally estimated for out-of-distribution samples. (4)
As the noise expands from a random single view to
all views or from small variance to high variance, the
uncertainty of the data will increase. These obser-
vations suggest that the proposed method is effec-
tive at perceiving uncertainty due to its reasonable
decision by assigning relatively lower uncertainty
to in-distribution samples and higher uncertainty to
out-of-distribution samples. Fig. 6 compares the
method with TMC in terms of providing much more
accurate predictions as the predicted uncertainty
decreases. This implies trusted inferences are sup-
ported by the output of the model, which include
classification accuracy and uncertainty.

5. Conclusion

This study proposes a TMVEF framework for en-
hancing the performance of CSR tasks through the
reliable combination of different views of evidence.
The TMVEF has three merits, including (i) directly
modeling uncertainty as a metric to dynamically
evaluate evidential quality, (ii) associating the belief
masses of different classes with the Dirichlet distri-
bution and optimizing the CRM by the uncertainty
of evidence, and (iii) combining different views of
evidence in an interpretable and theoretically sup-
ported manner. After evidential fusion, an overall
uncertainty and a joint belief mass can be calcu-
lated to represent the credibility of the final predic-
tion.

The experiments yielded the following conclu-
sions: (i) Different views of evidence provide vary-
ing degrees of support for CSR. (ii) A single view of
evidence may not be fully utilized by the model, and
different views of evidence may conflict with each
other by underpinning different categories. (iii) Con-
catenating evidence with input questions may not
always improve CQA performance on any dataset
due to noise, which may distract the downstream
classifier from capturing key clues for reliable rea-
soning. (iv) The proposed TMVEF framework com-
bines different views of evidence in an interpretable
and reliable manner, which reduces uncertainty,
improves valid evidence utilization, and ultimately
enhances inference performance. These findings
suggest that although many NLP models approach
human performance, further research is needed
to better understand how and why they make their
predictions. Hopefully, this study on different views
of evidence and the fusion method can provide
valuable insights for CSR and facilitate further ex-
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Figure 4: Density of uncertainty on 50% noisy test data and 50% normal test data.
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Figure 5: Density of uncertainty with different vari-
ances of noise.
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Figure 6: Accuracy with uncertainty thresholding
on CoS-E v1.11 and e-SNLI.

ploration of model interpretability.

6. Limitations

This study proposes the TMVEF for CSR. TMVEF
combines uncertain or even conflicting evidence in
an interpretable and learnable manner and employs
multi-task learning strategy to enhance the overall
performance for CQA. From experiments, TMVEF
is more effective in situations with low-confidence
prediction. For example, the performance gain on
e-SNLI is not obvious like that of CoS-E. This is be-
cause all views of evidence in e-SNLI are already
reliable and sufficient (see Table 3), and further ev-
idential fusion would not bring additional benefits.
Furthermore, the TMVEF framework does not add
model parameters (see Table 6), but due to the
need to calculate the uncertainty of various views
of evidence and execute evidential fusion, the time
cost increases. In addition, a rationale extractor
Rationaler is proposed to identify important snip-
pets in the input context. It has the limitation that
only handle with sentence-level rationale extraction.
As applying the proposed framework to document-
level datasets, new models will be investigated for
extracting rationales at higher level of granularity.
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